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Figure 1: MineXR’s data mining workflow enables researchers to collect and analyze users’ personalized XR interfaces in
various contexts. We release our MineXR dataset, consisting of 695 XR widgets in 109 unique XR layouts.

ABSTRACT
Extended Reality (XR) interfaces offer engaging user experiences,
but their effective design requires a nuanced understanding of
user behavior and preferences. This knowledge is challenging to
obtain without the widespread adoption of XR devices. We intro-
duce MineXR, a design mining workflow and data analysis platform
for collecting and analyzing personalized XR user interaction and
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experience data. MineXR enables elicitation of personalized in-
terfaces from participants of a data collection: for any particular
context, participants create interface elements using application
screenshots from their own smartphone, place them in the envi-
ronment, and simultaneously preview the resulting XR layout on
a headset. Using MineXR, we contribute a dataset of personalized
XR interfaces collected from 31 participants, consisting of 695 XR
widgets created from 178 unique applications. We provide insights
for XR widget functionalities, categories, clusters, UI element types,
and placement. Our open-source tools and data support researchers
and designers in developing future XR interfaces.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Extended Reality (XR) has the potential to transform how users in-
teract with digital content and user interfaces. Within the context of
everyday always-on XR, we envision users wearing next-generation
head-mounted displays (e. g., XR glasses or contact lenses) that en-
able ubiquitous access to digital information, complementing or
replacing their current mobile devices such as smartphones and
smartwatches. This will enable users to unobtrusively and ubiqui-
tously access information for tasks such as navigation, messaging,
cooking, or web browsing.

Research in XR has explored a wide range of factors for improv-
ing user experience and performance, from advanced interaction
techniques [64] and representation of content [13, 25, 38, 46, 55, 71],
to view management [2, 4, 26, 35, 57] and adaptive layout sys-
tems [7, 55]. It is still unclear, however, what virtual content users
would find most useful, or like to see and interact with, in everyday
XR. Specifically, we lack an understanding of what kind of applica-
tions and digital functionalities users will require, and how contex-
tual aspects such as activity and environment impact this choice. In
addition, it is still undetermined whether an application-based inter-
face approach that dominates current desktops and smartphones is
desirable for XR or whether a more fine-grained functionality-based
approach based on individual widgets is preferred by users. The
former encapsulates functionality in a clear, hierarchical manner,
but might not make use of flexible presentation opportunities in
XR, where interfaces can be placed nearly anywhere with arbitrary
amounts of information. The latter allows flexible presentation but
might lead to XR layouts that are perceived as disconnected or
tedious.

To address this challenge, we contribute the (1) MineXR data
collection and analysis platform and (2) MineXR dataset of per-
sonalized XR layouts. The data collection tool (Figure 1) provides
a novel workflow that enables researchers to collect custom XR
layouts in situ using personal digital content. Participants of a data
collection use their personal smartphones to extract content, specif-
ically screenshots of their apps and frequently used websites in
different environments and for various activities. Leveraging our
platform, participants create fully personalized XR widgets and
compose XR layouts freely in space using their smartphone. They
concurrently view the layout through an optical see-through head-
mounted display. We refer to widgets as individual or compound
virtual UI elements containing specific functionalities of an appli-
cation, which participants place in the XR environment, e. g., a
play/pause button for music (individual) or a lyrics+play control
panel (compound) from a music-playing app. Other examples of

widgets include real-time bus location tracker, favorite coffee or-
der, today’s schedule, etc. Researchers can review and annotate
the collected data in the web-based MineXR data exploration and
annotation tool and a 3D layout viewer.

Leveraging our platform, we contribute a dataset of personalized
XR layouts to answer questions regarding which functionalities
are desirable in what context, and how widgets are composed. The
MineXR dataset consists of 109 XR layouts comprising of a total of
695 widgets, which were created by 31 participants for activities in
everyday lives (e. g., focus work, meeting with colleagues, relaxing,
cooking, and making coffee), located in four different real-world
environments (office, living room, kitchen, coffee shop). We refer
to a combination of activity and environment as a scenario (e. g.,
working in office, relaxing in living room). Our dataset is annotated
with information about what widgets and functionalities were ex-
tracted from screenshots for XR, what categories of applications
were used (e. g., productivity, entertainment), which widgets were
clustered in space, and what types of UI elements were used (in-
formational component, navigational component, input control).
We connect this data with information about activity and environ-
ment to gather more detailed insights on XR layouts in different
contexts. We present analysis results focused on the categories,
functionalities, clusters, and UI elements of the collected data. We
contribute a set of design recommendations for the creation of
XR interfaces based on the analysis. For example, future XR inter-
faces should provide functionality-based XR interfaces beyond the
application-based paradigm.

Our dataset complements current approaches for gathering data
in XR scenarios that rely on presenting users with predetermined
applications [9, 57]. As participants created individualized XR lay-
outs using their personal digital content, our collected data better
reflects their realistic preferences and requirements for layouts. The
dataset enables researchers to draw insights into content selection,
layout consideration, and context-aware usage of future XR appli-
cations, beyond what is presented in this paper. Furthermore, we
believe it can be a valuable resource for developing novel compu-
tational approaches for XR UIs that address challenging problems
such as context-aware functionality recommendation and assis-
tive placement. We believe that our dataset is a step towards a
future where everyday XR interfaces become feasible and benefi-
cial for users, without requiring researchers to wait for the release
of future headsets that can be worn in an always-on manner. Our
dataset, data collection workflow, and analysis tools are available at
https://augmented-perception.org/publications/2024-minexr.html1.

2 RELATEDWORK
MineXR enables interactive mining and analysis of personalized
XR interfaces using existing UIs. Insights drawn from data collected
with MineXR can be used to develop adaptive user interfaces for XR.
Here, we discuss prior literature on design and adaptation of XR
user interfaces as well as the use of existing UIs to inform design.

1Some figures in the paper include mockups to de-identify the original application,
while retaining essential design elements and functionalities of the original screenshots
and widgets.
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2.1 Adaptive User Interfaces for XR
Existing approaches to building adaptive user interfaces for XR
focus on the presentation of virtual elements, i. e., where and how
to place virtual elements in various environments.

As summarized by Qian et al. [66], there exists a wide variety
of approaches to anchoring XR contents in the virtual world, from
tracking-based approaches [43, 69] to marker-based approaches [33,
37, 39, 67, 68, 72] that anchor XR contents using fiducial markers or
specific objects. Geometry-based and semantic-based approaches
employ more adaptive strategies that are based on the understand-
ing of a target scene. Geometry-based approaches align XR contents
with edges, planes, and meshes [15, 18, 19, 23, 30, 31, 64]. Semantic-
based approaches leverage the semantic relationships between the
physical entities in the scene and virtual elements [7, 14, 29, 45,
54, 70], or the current context of the user [20], including physical
activity, e. g., walking [44] and cognitive load [55].

Another line of research investigates the interaction behaviors
with different layouts of XR user interfaces. Lu et al. [56, 57] and
Davari et al. [9] evaluated the Glanceable AR paradigm for ac-
cessing information in AR HMDs, in which secondary information
resides at the periphery of vision, staying unobtrusive yet accessible
through a quick glance.

All of these approaches consider where to place pre-defined vir-
tual elements in the real-world scene and how to position them in
an adaptive layout. Despite the efforts on adaptive presentation of
virtual elements, it is not clear what content should be presented
in XR interfaces. Specifically, it is unclear what kinds of virtual
elements users would want to use in XR for everyday uses, and how
much of the content users would like to see in an XR environment
at a time. The lack of knowledge is partly due to the yet-immature
XR devices for everyday uses. However, this is a chicken-and-egg
problem, where understanding the potential usability can provide
insights and motivation to develop the XR devices further to sup-
port these use cases. The MineXR platform aims to alleviate this
problem by enabling researchers to collect data on these aspects of
XR content creation.

2.2 Leveraging Existing UIs for Design
In website andmobile app designs, data-drivenmodels have been in-
troduced to help designers understand current practices and trends
through example designs [10, 41, 42]. In web design, Kumar et al.
introduced an example-based web design retargeting model [42]
and a design mining technique [41] for a large-scale collection of
web designs that is used for understanding design demographics,
design curation, and supporting data-driven design tools.

In mobile app design, Deka et al. collected a repository of user
flows [12] and mobile app designs [10] through a combination
of crowdsourcing and automated design and interaction mining
from Android apps. This large-scale mobile app design dataset
supports design search, UI layout generation, UI code generation,
user interaction modeling, and user perception prediction. Anno-
tated datasets of mobile UI screens can serve as a basis for gen-
erating accessibility metadata labels for UI components [81], gen-
erating screen summaries [74], and performance testing [11]. Ad-
ditionally, these datasets can be leveraged for semantic embed-
dings [3, 52] in mobile UI to decode into other forms of UIs such

as automatic UI generation [21, 22], smartphone shortcuts [51],
custom UI mashup [40, 47], and conversational UIs [53, 73].

Unlike website and mobile app designs, such data-driven model
approaches in XR for everyday uses cannot be directly adopted
primarily because XR as a platform is not yet as prevalent as web or
mobile apps and thus has a small user base. More importantly, XR
user interfaces are not constrained inside a screen, exponentially en-
larging the possible interaction space, contexts, and settings, which
complicates the collection of interface designs with significant cov-
erage of the design space. The in-situ interactive mining workflow
of MineXR enables researchers to elicit contextual, personalized
XR interfaces through in-situ creation of XR widgets and 3D spatial
placement in diverse real-world contexts.

2.3 Prototyping for XR Interfaces
Most research on XR interfaces has focused on enhancing de-
signers’ prototyping and authoring process when designing spe-
cific XR experiences. These designer tools support the creation
of 3D AR content or rapid prototyping of interactive AR experi-
ences [24, 27, 28, 59, 61]. For example, Pronto [50] and other works
by Leiva et al. [48, 49] enable rapid prototyping for XR interfaces
using sketches and enaction. They ground their design based on
the recurring issues in XR design they identified: creating and
positioning 3D assets, handling the changing user position, and or-
chestrating multiple animations, which echo the major challenges
identified by MacIntyre et al. [59]. These prototyping and authoring
tools assist XR experience designers in imagining their creations in
action as a process of design iteration.

Researchers have also explored in-situ and ad-hoc authoring
experiences through immersive authoring [34, 75, 79]. VR has been
a popular platform to support immersive authoring [60, 80] with
the advantage of allowing designers to explore scenarios free from
temporal and spatial limitations [36, 78]. To remedy the hardships
in conducting XR prototyping in the real world, creating experi-
ences in VR based on the virtual replica of the physical environment
has been also widely adopted [17, 65, 76]. For example, Qian et al.
proposed an integrated workflow, ScalAR [66], which provides a VR
authoring environment where a designer can create semantic-level
associations of the XR contents in each virtual scene synthesized
from real-world sample scenes. Its model learns the semantic asso-
ciations from the designer’s demonstrations and adaptively renders
AR content in different target environments.

Theseworks have a different goal of streamlining the prototyping
and authoring process of XR interface creation through VR with a
focus onwhere and how a given XR content would be presented. Our
work, on the other hand, focuses on what content will be used in XR
and in which format the content will be presented. We achieve this
through a bottom-up approach to take advantage of the rich array
of personalized interfaces in mobile applications and websites.

3 MINEXR
We present MineXR, a novel workflow that enables researchers to
collect, or ‘mine’, rich data on personalized XR layouts for gaining
insights into future usage of XR and for adaptive XR systems.
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Figure 2: Architecture of the MineXR data collection and analysis platform.

3.1 Design Principles
We took inspiration from XR authoring tools [62], adaptive in-
terfaces [5, 7], cross-device interaction (cf. Brudy et al. [6]), and
prototyping toolkits [32, 63]. Our platform is designed to enable
researchers to collect rich data for future everyday XR experiences.
This, in turn, means that we aim to provide a fast, flexible, and well-
suited experience for participants who create the XR layouts. Our
design goals are targeted toward participants of a data collection.

Personalized Prototyping. Using predefined widgets introduces de-
signer bias and can limit our understanding of what content and
UIs may be desirable in the future. To circumvent this issue, we
use a bottom-up approach by taking advantage of the rich app
ecosystem available on smartphones, inspired by work on design-
ing personalized websites [42]. Specifically, participants create their
personalized XR UIs from apps and content available within their
own device.

In-situ Prototyping. Typically, prototyping is restricted to lab set-
tings, which limits participants’ abilities to contextualize and un-
derstand their varying needs. We enable in-situ prototyping, where
participants are immersed in diverse real-world scenarios and en-
vironments, to enable rich and individualized data collection and
understanding. We develop an untethered setup, with a smartphone
and HMD, connected via cloud infrastructure, and use spatial an-
chors, synchronized between the two devices, so that participants
can create XR layouts in near-arbitrary uninstrumented locations.

Decomposing Apps to Functionalities. We believe that personalized
experiences require a fine-grained selection of functionalities rather
than just the selection of apps, similar to work on personalized UI
mashup [40, 47]. We enable flexible composition of widgets into
XR layouts through cropping and free-form mockups.

Zero Programming. We aim to enable participants with no prior
experience in programming or interface authoring to create per-
sonalized XR layouts. There exists a rich set of tools for content
creation and layout adaptation in XR. To the best of our knowledge,
however, no previous approach has enabled participants to create

personalized interfaces based on their own existing digital content
(i. e., apps). We thus adopt well-known paradigms of smartphone
interactions (e. g., built-in functionalities for screenshots or image
annotation) and use advanced XR interactions only for display
purposes. This simplifies the creation of XR layouts drastically.

3.2 Overview of Data Collection
We explain the workflow, assuming that researchers have set up
the MineXR data collection platform, and guided participants to a
real-world environment or lab. In a given environment and task,
participants first take screenshots of mobile applications and web-
sites, create sketched mockups, or choose existing media from their
phone (Figure 2. Widget Creator). Using this media, participants
create widgets for XR usage. Widgets are the individual or com-
pound virtual UI elements containing specific functionalities of an
application, which participants place in the XR environment. For
example, in Figure 3, the cropped step-by-step recipe element is a
widget, which serves the functionality of showing a step-by-step
recipe.

To create an XR layout, participants place each widget in the
current environment by moving a smartphone running the MineXR
application to the desired physical location and tapping on the
screen. MineXR continuously shows a preview of the composed
XR layout in the head-mounted display (HMD) (Figure 2. HMD
Preview). This facilitates the process of envisioning the actual usage
of this XR layout.

MineXR consists of five integrated components: widget creator,
widget placement, cloud storage, HMD preview, and data analyzer.
The widget creator, widget placement, and the HMD preview pro-
vide participants with the ability to create and view XR layouts,
enabled by the MineXR cloud storage component (Figure 2. Spatial
Anchors and Data Store). The data analyzer enables researchers to
work with the collected data (Figure 2. Data Analyzer). Before or
after data collection, researchers can create virtual replica of the
data collection environments using a 3D scan and a semantic 3D
map via commercial software for later use in data analysis.
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Figure 3: Widget creation and placement workflow. MineXR provides a smartphone-based widget creation and XR placement
workflow. A participant can create new widgets from screenshots of mobile apps or websites. Then, they can create XR widget
layouts by moving the phone to the desired widget location and tapping on the screen to place.

3.3 Widget Creation
The widget creator (Figure 2) enables participants to specify differ-
ent widgets for everyday XR usage based on their own mobile apps,
websites, photos, and drawings. It captures what content and inter-
faces participants might want to typically use in XR by collecting
visual representations of desired functionalities in a given context.

Figure 3 summarizes the workflow for creating a personalized
XR layout from participants’ perspective. The creator functions
in three steps. The participant first takes screenshots of mobile
apps and websites or drafts a new mockup drawing using the iOS
screenshot and markup features (Figure 3a). They can redact any
sensitive or private information from screenshots using the in-built
markup functionality. Our custom iOS app, written in Swift, enables
participants to import screenshots or mockup drawings of their
choice (Figure 3b). Additionally, MineXR provides placeholders
for different apps (e. g., email, messenger, dating) that can be used
instead of participants’ actual app.

Next, the app provides a cropping functionality where partic-
ipants can crop different parts of the imported screenshots into
widgets (Figure 3c). The cropped widgets are stored as separate
files and displayed in the widget gallery (Figure 3d). All screenshots
and widgets are uploaded to the MineXR cloud storage (Figure 2.
Data Store) along with their metadata, including information on
the hierarchical relationship between screenshots and widgets.

3.4 In-situ Widget Placement
Once the participant selects a widget to include in their XR lay-
out (Figure 3d-e), they place the widget as an anchor in the XR
scene through a mobile view implemented with iOS ARKit. Partici-
pants specify the 3D position of the widget in the scene by using
the phone as a proxy of the widget. When the participant brings
the phone to the desired location for the widget and taps on the
screen, the app creates a spatial anchor at the phone’s position in

the world coordinate, tracked by ARKit (Figure 3f). The position of
the last placed widget can be adjusted multiple times following the
same procedure. As an alternative, the widget placement compo-
nent provides a raycasting selection method, enabling participants
to select and re-place previously positioned widgets.

3.5 Cloud Data Storage
MineXR’s server consists of Azure Spatial Anchors (ASA) manager
(Figure 2. Spatial Anchors) and Firebase data store (Figure 2. Data
Store). Once the local anchor is successfully created by placing an
XR widget, the iOS app creates a cloud anchor using ASA SDK2.
MineXR stores the position and orientation of the created anchors.
The information is retrieved using a client-side SDK for widget
placement on the phone, and for the XR preview shown through
the HMD. On the server side, MineXR stores the anchor including
metadata via ASA services that can be accessed via Azure Cosmos
DB and Azure Sharing Services.

MineXR employs another data store using Google Firebase3
Storage and Firestore Database for screenshots, widget images
and other widget-related information. Each widget instance stores
information about its participant, environment, task, container
screenshot, interaction history (add/update), and anchor ID. This
anchor ID is used to query the anchor’s position and rotation. The
participant, environment, and task information are entered as text
input in the iOS app by the experimenter at the beginning of data
collection in every scenario. A scenario refers to an environment-
task pair. For example, working in the office is a unique scenario
from working in a coffee shop (different environment) or having a
meeting in the office (different task).

2https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/products/spatial-anchors
3https://firebase.google.com/
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(a) First-person view in 3D scan (b) Birds-eye view in 3D scan (c) Birds-eye view in 3D semantic map
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Figure 4: Example screenshots taken from MineXR’s interactive scene reconstruction Unity plugin, including a participant-
generated layout. Researchers can reconstruct the spatial layout of each scenario with an optional overlay of the environment’s
3D scan or semantic map. The 3D scan (a,b) in this example was generated using Polycam, the semantic map (c) using Apple
RoomPlan.

3.6 Head-mounted Display (HMD) Preview
MineXR enables cross-platform sharing and provides participants
with an XR preview through an HMD (Figure 2. HMD Preview). The
HMD application was implemented in Unity, also using the ASA
SDK, and deployed to a Microsoft HoloLens 2 headset. The Unity
application continuously queries our service for widget updates.
When it detects a new widget, it creates a new object at the anchor
position and rotation (obtained from ASA) and applies the texture
retrieved from the widget image in Firebase Storage. In the current
implementation, the environment and task information are input as
metadata in the iOS app. This real-time synchronization approach,
however, considers potential extensions in future implementations,
e. g., automatically detecting a participant’s dynamically changing
environment and task through human activity recognition based
on continuous inertial measurement unit (IMU) and audio sensing.

3.7 Data Analyzer
The data analyzer (Figure 2. Data Analyzer) supports researchers
by providing an interface to view and annotate the collected data.
It offers a 3D spatial layout and scene reconstruction tool in a Unity
plugin (Figure 4) and a web-based data annotation and analysis
interface (Figure 5).

MineXR collects the following raw information, which is avail-
able in the dataset:

• Real-time participant position and rotation in world coordi-
nates

• World coordinates of widgets
• Layout placements of widgets per scenario
• Screenshots and cropped widget images along with a map-
ping between screenshot and created widget

• Interaction history (add/update) per widget
On top of these raw data, researchers can provide semantic

annotations of the cropped widgets for richer analysis using the
data analyzer, for examples included in our dataset:

• App names
• Screenshot descriptions

• Widget descriptions and functionalities
• Widget categories
• UI components in the widget
• Widget clusters

3.7.1 Scene Reconstruction. MineXR includes a Unity plugin that
enables researchers to reconstruct the participant-generated spatial
layout (Figure 4). The plugin takes the participant ID and envi-
ronment as inputs, and retrieves all the widget anchors and their
interaction history from our server to reconstruct the scene includ-
ing all widgets. The plugin provides two options for reconstruction:
showing all widgets at once and step-by-step interaction history
browsing using arrow keys. By default, all widgets and their spatial
layouts can be rendered within an empty 3D space in the custom
Unity plugin. Researchers using MineXR may obtain a 3D scan
and a semantic 3D map via commercial software, such as Polycam4

and Apple RoomPlan5, respectively. If 3D scans of the environment
are available, the reconstructed widgets and layouts can be viewed
within this 3D space (Figure 4a-b) or a semantic 3D map (Figure 4c).

3.7.2 Data Annotation and Summary. MineXR contains an inte-
grated web interface for data annotation and analysis, implemented
in React JS, shown in Figure 5. Researchers can load all widget data
stored in the server, e. g., screenshots, widget images, environment,
and scenario information. Researchers annotate the data using a
list of form fields for each attribute, e. g., text descriptions of the
screenshot and cropped image, types of UI elements, and category
of the widget from a list of 27 possible categories of the Apple App
Store6, such as Business, Entertainment, or Finance. This step could
be further automated in the future, e. g., by leveraging information
from the RICO dataset [10]. MineXR includes an autocompletion
suggestion feature to expedite the annotation process of repetitive
contents. Researchers can browse through the annotated data using
an interactive data table that supports data search, filtering, and
sorting. MineXR also provides an analysis dashboard showing a

4https://poly.cam/
5https://developer.apple.com/augmented-reality/roomplan/
6https://developer.apple.com/app-store/categories/, retrieved March 16 2023

https://developer.apple.com/app-store/categories/
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Figure 5: Web-based data annotation and summary interface. The annotation interface (left) loads each instance data of widget
placement and displays the corresponding anchor ID, participant ID, environment, task, screenshot image, and widget image of
the widget. The interface provides a form interface including fields for data annotation, e. g., application name, screenshot
description, widget description, excluded parts, type of UI element(s), application category, etc. Below the purple annotation
box is an interactive data table where researchers can browse through the annotations by search, filters, and sorts. The summary
interface (right) provides basic statistical summary and visualizations of the annotated data.

real-time overview of the annotated data. The information includes
the average, minimum, and maximum number of screenshots cre-
ated per participant for each environment or task, and visualizes
the distribution of categories and types of UI elements too. Finally,
researchers can annotate groups and clusters of widgets in combi-
nation with the scene reconstruction Unity plugin. This provides
valuable insights into potential combinations of functionalities for
a given context, especially when viewed in the 3D scan, or in the
environment where participants created the layout by leveraging
our preview functionality. We use our tool for the analysis of our
dataset.

4 MINEXR DATA COLLECTION
MineXR enables researchers to collect data on what contents par-
ticipants would place in an XR environment, and gather insights
about layout, grouping, and desired functionalities. In the following,

we report on the design of the data collection. Our method and later
analysis serve as a blueprint for future research using MineXR.

4.1 Scenarios and Setup
We collected data in four separate environments. In each environ-
ment, participants created XR layouts for two separate tasks (e. g.,
working, chatting with friends). A scenario is a combination of en-
vironment and task (e. g., working in kitchen, relaxing in coffee
shop). Each participant was asked to create a total of four layouts
for different scenarios, i. e., two environments × two tasks. The
protocol was approved by the local university institutional review
board.

4.1.1 Environments. We collected data in an office and a living
room, both set up in an experimental room. Additionally, we col-
lected data in a kitchen and a coffee shop. Figure 6 shows all envi-
ronments in our data collection.
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kitchen co�ee shop

living room o�ce

Figure 6: The four environments in which we collected data.
Each participant created XR layouts in two of the four envi-
ronments.

4.1.2 Scenarios. In each environment, the experimenter inquired
participants about different activities they perform on a daily basis.
Participants were presented with two scenarios per environment
based on their personal routines for which they should create XR
layouts. Those scenarios covered typical interactions, such as relax-
ing and workout in the living room; focused work and discussion
in the office; and making coffee and cooking with friends in the
kitchen. They created one XR layout for each scenario.

4.1.3 MineXR Data Collection Tasks. For interacting with MineXR,
participants completed two different tasks, specifically (1) creating
screenshots and (2) generating XR layouts.

MineXR Task 1: Generating app data through screenshots. Par-
ticipants collected screenshots of applications using MineXR. The
experimenter instructed them to “take screenshots of applications
that you would find useful for XR within the current environment.”
Previously taken screenshots (e. g., in other environments) were
stored and could be reused. Participants could always update the
screenshots if they missed an app or functionality. They were able
to redact personal information, or utilize any of the placeholder
applications.

MineXR Task 2: Generating XR widgets and layouts. For each
scenario, participants were asked to create XR widgets with the
screenshots they had taken with MineXR. Participants were in-
structed that they could “crop the parts of the app screenshots that
they would find useful in XR for the given environment and scenario.”
They placed the widgets to create an XR layout tailored for the
scenario.

4.2 Procedure
After completing the consent form and demographic questionnaire,
participants were guided to the first environment. The selection
and order of the environments was counterbalanced. Participants
then received a brief training for iOS study app and the Microsoft
HoloLens 2, and the overall system. After the training, participants
were presented with the first scenario, collected screenshots, and

Screenshot

Participant

Widget Category
Scenario

Widget

...

...

...

...
static/dynamic

environment
task

description
crop info
ui type

Cluster
apps info
activity type
placement

Category
Scenario

Cluster

Screenshot
Widget

Widget

Figure 7: Reference of data and connections that can be found
in the MineXR dataset. As indicated by the gray text, partici-
pants take multiple screenshots. Participants create multiple
widgets by cropping screenshots and placing them. Widgets
can be used in multiple scenarios and clusters.

created the XR layout. Participants were encouraged to think aloud
during the process. After participants indicated completion, the
experimenter introduced the second scenario, and, after completion,
guided the participant to the second environment to repeat the
data collection for two additional scenarios. Data collection took
between 90 and 120 minutes per participant. Few participants only
had completed three scenarios after 120 minutes, mostly because
they created complex layouts, and engaged in extensive think-aloud
procedures. For those participants, we stopped data collection and
only completed three scenarios. We audio-recorded the full sessions
for qualitative analysis.

4.2.1 Participants and Apparatus. We recruited 31 paid participants
(14 male, 16 female, 1 undisclosed) from a local University through
convenience sampling (23) and external participants through a
recruiting platform (8). Participants were aged between 18 and
35 years (𝑀 = 25.9, 𝑆𝐷 = 4.04), and were students (undergrad
and graduate), researchers, or business professionals. Participants
had an average experience with Augmented Reality of 𝑀 = 2.16
(𝑆𝐷 = 1.10) and Virtual Reality of 𝑀 = 2.7 (𝑆𝐷 = 0.95), on a
scale from 1 (None) to 5 (Expert). All participants had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision based on self-reports.

The first ten participants used the custom MineXR iOS study
app on their personal devices (minimum requirement iPhone 10
and iOS 16.0), installed by the experimenter. The remaining 21
participants took the screenshots on their personal phones, and
then transferred them to a dedicated study phone (iPhone 14 Pro)
using AirDrop. This transfer process turned out to be simpler than
installing the custom iOS app on their phone, and could be easily
repeated on-demand during the study if participants desired other
screenshots. A Microsoft HoloLens 2 was used for delivering the
see-through XR experience. The application platform was used as
described in Section 3.

5 MINEXR DATASET
In the following, we describe the dataset and our annotations. The
annotations were distributed among four annotators, and cleaned
up after completion (e. g., unify app names). The dataset consists
of images, raw annotation data stored in the database, and 3D
scans of the environments. Additional analysis was performed in
spreadsheets, as all annotations are also available as CSV files.
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Figure 8: Average number of widgets placed in each scenario (environment × task).
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Figure 9: Distribution of the widgets categories, and across the four different environments.

5.1 Base Data
A summary of the annotated data is shown in Figure 7. Participants
took a total of 502 screenshots, on average 16.19 (𝑆𝐷 = 5.90) per
participant, from a total of 178 unique applications and websites.
The MineXR dataset contains 109 unique XR layouts. Participants
created and placed a total of 695 widgets, on average 22.4 widgets
(𝑆𝐷 = 8.29) per person, and on average 6.38 widgets (𝑆𝐷 = 3.0) per
scenario. The distribution of widgets across scenarios is shown in
Figure 8. Note that the scenarios were selected based on participants’
actual daily tasks in the given environment.

The widgets were from 19 different categories (see Figure 9),
including Productivity (22.2%, e. g., email, work messenger, notes,
todo apps), Social networking (12.1%, e. g., social media, messag-
ing apps), Utilities (11.3%, e. g., clock, Internet browsers, search

engine), Entertainment (9.6%, e. g., TV shows, movies, video stream-
ing, video-based social media), Food & Drink (9.4%, e. g., food deliv-
ery, mobile food order apps), and Music (8.3%, e. g., music-playing,
music-streaming apps).

Among the 695 widgets, 52.81% were crops of screenshots into
smaller UI element(s) while 47.19% were used as the whole screen-
shot. Examples of an email and music-playing app from various
participants are shown in Figure 10. Using the MineXR annotation
tools, we annotated the collected widgets. The high number of crops
highlights that participants appreciate using individual specialized
functionalities, rather than full applications, and that this, in turn,
changes their usage pattern. This is in contrast to the traditional
application-based operating system in desktops and smartphones,
which has been adopted in current XR systems as well, i. e., users
access a digital functionality by opening an application first and
navigating inside the app. Participants found this navigation step
unnecessary in spatial computing and wanted direct access to spe-
cific functionalities.
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Figure 10: Examples of screenshots and the extracted widgets.

5.2 Categories of Widgets by Context
The dataset enables us to provide insights into the usage patterns
of XR widgets. Specifically, we were interested which widgets par-
ticipants want to use in XR for a given environment, and which
widgets they want to use for a given scenario.

5.2.1 Categories per Environment. Figure 9 shows the different
usages for each widget category. Figure 11 provides a more detailed
view of the four environments, and how the top-used categories
were employed. All environments yield different utilization in terms
of primary category: office with 54% productivity, living room with
28% entertainment, kitchen with 35% food & drinks (recipes, food
order apps as inspiration), and coffee shop with 33% productivity.
All those align well with an intuitive understanding of which apps
are useful in particular contexts.

Looking into individual environments also reveals stark differ-
ences in general usage patterns, beyond the widgets associated with
the primary activity. In the office environment, the usage of widgets
from other categories is relatively equal between 7% and 15%, and
mostly related to peripheral activities such as social networking
and music listening. In the living room, participants relied more
heavily on widgets from utilities (20%), productivity (19%), and
social networking (15%). Utilities were largely ambient interfaces
such as clocks and weather apps. The split between productivity
and social networking can be associated with the different activ-
ities that participants imagined performing in the environment.
In the kitchen environment, participants similarly leveraged util-
ities (25%), as well as music apps (15%) as ambient displays and
peripheral activities (music listening), respectively. Additionally,
participants leveraged productivity apps (13%) such as notes, email,
and calendars. Finally, social networking (22%) and music (13%)
widgets were used frequently for the coffee shop environment. This
shows that environments typically yield one primary widget cate-
gory based on the current task; but that the composition of the full
layout is diverse between contexts. The data from the dataset can be
used to further automate app suggestions for future XR approaches,
for example.

5.2.2 Categories per Scenarios. We categorize the activities pro-
vided by participants (e. g., studying, working) into static (22) and
dynamic (30) scenarios. Static scenarios are typically single-user
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Figure 11: Relative distribution of most frequently used wid-
gets with respect to the individual environments.
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Figure 12: Distribution of most frequently used widgets with
respect to whether an environment was static or dynamic.

scenarios that do not involve a lot of changes in position such as
working on a desk. Dynamic scenarios can involve movement and
other objects, e. g., cooking, or multiple users. Figure 12 shows
the distribution of the top categories between static and dynamic
scenarios. Books, finance, productivity, entertainment, reference,
or education are typically predominantly associated with static
environments. Food & drinks are largely used in dynamic envi-
ronments. Photo & video, shipping, navigation and business are
equally leveraged in both types of scenarios.

5.3 Functionality-based Widgets
We further broke down the data into functionalities to understand
what functionalities of the categories participants want to use in
each environment. We annotated descriptions of all 695 widgets
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Office / Social networking (P16) Living room / Watching show (P16) Coffee shop / Relaxing (P12)

Figure 13: Examples of clusters (orange border) for different environments and tasks.

Figure 14: Screenshots of participants’ view when creating
widgets with annotations of clusters (orange border).

using MineXR’s data annotator and grouped widgets by function-
alities based on the annotated descriptions. We grouped similar
functionalities within- and between-applications, e. g., ‘email inbox’
in different email apps. Appendix A.1 shows a snippet of these
widget annotations—top 10 functionalities from each environment
and counts of their occurrences in the environment. The app icon
and UI navigation are popular functionalities acting as a shortcut
to another functionality across all environments. For other ranked
functionalities, different environments exhibit a notably different
list of functionalities, which reflects the popular category of each
environment. Our annotated descriptions of the widgets and their
functionalities offer a rich understanding of what users want to use
in XR in different contexts. We envision that these data will serve
as a valuable building block for the future of computational XR,
e. g., building context-aware XR widget recommendation models.

5.4 Clusters of XRWidgets
Data collected through MineXR also reveals naturally occurring
clusters of XR widgets. We manually annotated the widgets to iden-
tify clusters based on spatial distribution. An annotator viewed
each layout, and then clustered the widgets based on proximity
and semantics. Participants created a total of 214 clusters, with an
average of 6.90 clusters (𝑆𝐷 = 3.7) per participant, and an average
of 1.96 clusters (𝑆𝐷 = 1.1) per scenario. Figure 13 shows examples
of layouts and annotated clusters based on scenarios. Figure 14
shows examples of clusters in different environments. On average,
clusters consisted of 2.98 widgets (𝑆𝐷 = 2.14). Participants created
new groups of widgets by seamlessly placing individual widgets
from different applications together, as exemplified in Figure 15.
They also reused the same widgets when forming clusters in vari-
ous environments for different tasks. Figure 16 is an example that
demonstrates the needs to re-combine functionalities from different
applications considering the specific contexts in XR interactions.

Roughly 30% of widgets were placed individually, i. e., outside of
any cluster. 23% of widgets were placed in pairs. Of those, roughly

half were newly composed layouts from a single application, such
as a recipe app that was re-composed of two screens (grocery list,
textual description), or a decomposition of the video conferencing
application (controls, caller view). Finally, the remaining 47% con-
sisted of three or more widgets, with 14% containing more than 5
widgets.

5.4.1 Activity Types. Weannotated each cluster to determinewhether
it is part of the primary activity (e. g., email for work; recipe for
cooking), peripheral activity (e. g., social network for work), or am-
bient (e. g., photos, music, clock). 39.72% were related to a primary
activity, 34.58% related to a peripheral activity, and 25.7% related
to an ambient display. Our data shows that participants typically
compose their interfaces with one primary application in mind, and
enrich their workspace with distributed peripheral information.

The distribution by cluster size is shown in Figure 17. Individ-
ual elements were oftentimes used as ambient interfaces, whereas
larger clusters were oftentimes composed to resemble primary
workspaces (e. g., work messenger, email, social media for task
messaging). The distribution of peripheral interfaces is roughly con-
stant across the different cluster sizes, at around 30%. This outlines
a general opportunity for the design of XR interfaces: while the
primary activity determines what widgets are used, peripheral in-
terfaces are used across contexts, thus should be available to users
at all times.

5.5 UI Element Types in XRWidgets
We annotated the type(s) of UI elements contained in all widgets
based on the UI element types7, namely Input Controls, Navigational
Contents, and Informational Components. This manual annotation
process could be further improved by leveraging approaches on
smartphone UI understanding [10, 77], depending on the require-
ments of researchers. 46.74% contained Informational Components
that display static or dynamic information, e. g., unread emails, cur-
rently playing music, food order status, or a virtual plant. Input
Controls were present in 32.38% widgets , e. g., search box, emoji
reactions to a message, or 3D chess game. Lastly, 20.88% of widgets
were Navigational Components, and mostly shortcuts to informa-
tional components, e. g., a work messenger’s workspace icon, a
button to browse food menu, or a list of shortcuts to project-related
documents. Figure 18 shows the distribution of different types of UI
elements in all widgets for the different environments. The figure re-
veals slight differences in usage patterns (e. g., more informational

7https://www.usability.gov/how-to-and-tools/methods/user-interface-elements.html
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Figure 15: Examples of new widget layouts (solid orange border) composed from different UI components (dotted orange border)
of the same app.

Figure 16: Examples of the same widgets (orange border) reused in clusters for different environments and tasks.
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Figure 17: Distribution of widgets clusters for each activity
type, split by the size of each cluster.

components for the kitchen), but are largely comparable across
environments.

5.6 Widget Placement
In our data collection, we found that participants have different
anchoring strategies for different widgets. Examples are shown in
Figure 14. For example, in work settings, many Productivity and
Reference category widgets were placed with respect to the main
workstation. P10 wished to save and “carry” their workspace layout
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Figure 18: UI element types of widgets per environment.

around the laptop, regardless of the environment, i. e., office or
coffee shop. This goes in line with findings from SemanticAdapt [7]
and Lu et al. [58]. Some widgets were anchored with respect to
fixtures in the room, for example, by the entrance of kitchen, by the
window, and on the fridge space. Existing adaptive XR interfaces
focus on changing the placement of XR widgets or applications (cf.
Section 2.1). Adaptation algorithms are typically developed based
on preliminary data collected in VR environments with predefined
virtual interface elements [7, 55]. Our approach supplies richer
ground truth data for these approaches with a larger set of user-
defined widgets.
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6 DISCUSSION
MineXR enables research to collect rich data on the usage of XR
layouts and to draw conclusions about users’ preferences, as well as
challenges, and opportunities for future XR approaches. Our dataset
is a first step in this direction. Besides gathering initial insights, we
envision future usage for recommender algorithms and adaptive
systems. MineXR enables more detailed and personalized findings,
that are essential for designing general and adaptive XR interfaces.

6.1 Design Guidelines
In the following, we distill findings regarding user preferences for
XR systems from our dataset into design guidelines with relevant
anecdotal data. We hope that researchers leverage our dataset and
data collection toolset to extend those findings in the future.

• Designmodular UI elements beyond apps for functionality-
based XR. Participants created their layouts by cropping and
re-composing existing apps for focused digital access. For exam-
ple, P5 commented that extracting specific functionalities avoids
possible distractions that happen when navigating through their
phone. Future XR interfaces should provide widget-based UI ele-
ments to facilitate recomposition and clustering by functionality,
in addition to following an application-based paradigm.

• Develop XR interfaces that adapt to users’ space and ac-
tivity We confirm the hypothesis of context-aware adaptive XR
systems [7, 55] that the usage of XR interfaces heavily depends
on users’ current space and activity, and whether an activity is
static or dynamic. P7, for example, chose “to selectively show
and hide information in everyday AR in a way that doesn’t feel
overwhelming and that complements an existing physical space
aesthetically”. XR systems should provide context-sensitive in-
formation and adapt their usage accordingly.

• Provide continuous access to peripheral functionalities.
More than a third of clusters of XR widgets were used for periph-
eral tasks such as social media and communication; and were
used throughout all environments and scenarios. XR layouts
should provide users continuous access to functionalities that
might not be relevant to users’ primary tasks. Especially in work
contexts, P2 liked to use the XR space as an “infinite extended
monitor” (Figure 14 left) where they could add widgets without
having to switch between tabs.

• Provide seamless integration of ambient information.Users
frequently leverage widgets such as clocks or weather as ambient
information displays, which should be reflected in any XR layout.
This helped P7, for example, to “not have to switch between apps”
and “get information from them at a glance without breaking my
main task focus”, which supports the Glanceable AR paradigm
explored in prior art [9, 56, 57]. Our dataset informs the design
for ambient, glanceable interface with grounded data on what
widgets were utilized for the ambient use and how they were
composed in a layout. Ambient XR interface can be further in-
tegrated into existing spaces, like decorative physical objects as
proposed by Han et al. [30].

• Accommodate both informational components and user
input for navigation.Users leveragedXR for both informational
components and input (e. g., search, scrolling through emails). XR
layouts should provide both functionalities, and not just focus on

serving as a flexible display surface. Furthermore, providing users
with shortcuts to navigate between functionalities is desirable.

• Cluster widgets by functionality for efficient layout com-
position. Users frequently created clusters of widgets since they
aided in completing a specific task (e. g., helpers for cooking), or
because they were semantically similar (e. g., social media). This
insight can be leveraged when assisting users in composing their
layouts, for example by providing suggestions, or for algorithms
that assist in the placement of virtual elements.

• Enable personalization mechanisms for various aspects of
XR layouts. While our dataset reveals multiple generalizable
patterns, the final designs of participants, unsurprisingly, were
highly personal. As with most novel technology, there is no
one-size-fits-all interface. Given the flexibility of XR interfaces,
and the large diversity in context-dependent factors, efficient
mechanisms that enable users to personalize their interfaces are
key for building efficient experiences. This personalization should
cover multiple aspects of an XR layout, including the selection
of functionalities, their placement, and grouping.

6.2 Applications vs. Functionalities for XR
MineXR enabled participants of the data collection to not only place
full applications but to extract widgets that contain specific func-
tionalities through cropping. This gave them significantly more
freedom to create XR layouts that are not bound to current applica-
tions. Participants used this cropping functionality for more than
50% of the placed widgets, from just cropping unimportant parts,
to extracting search bars, email lists, to app icons as shortcuts; or
hedonistically to place photos and videos that serve as decorative
elements. We believe that future XR approaches should enable a
more integrated experience, and move away from app-based lay-
outs towards more fine-grained functionality-based approaches to
provide focused digital access with less distraction, comparable to
widgets in modern smartphone operating systems or task-oriented
intents in voice user interfaces. Prior work on computational under-
standing of semantic components in mobile UIs [8, 74, 77] can be
used in future works to automate the extraction of functionalities
from existing UIs and creation of XR widgets. Some works show-
case how these extracted functionalities can be used to generate
new interfaces for conversational bots [53], virtual assistants [1],
and customized mashups [40, 47]. Data and insights obtained with
MineXR serve as groundings for functionality-oriented XR interface
design.

6.3 Different Modes of Data Collection
We leverage users’ personal smartphones in combination with a
head-mounted display. We believe this combination enables users
to utilize their personal apps and information, while providing the
context of future always-on XR. Through the headset, users are
able to see virtual widgets in space with natural head rotations,
without having to point their smartphone at them, which we believe
provides higher external validity. A natural extension to expand the
scope of data collection involves enabling users to create widgets
not only from smartphones but also from a wider array of personal
devices, such as laptops, smartwatches, and tablets.
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We decided against a smartphone-only approach, as we believe
that the combination with an HMD allows users to fully leverage
their environment for creating XR layouts, and limits challenges
such as arm fatigue. Additionally, we decided against performing
the data collection in fully immersive VR, since it is unclear whether
user behavior is equivalent in the real world. We believe MineXR
leads to more realistic data, since users are in diverse real settings.
We hope to compare VR data collection with our approach in the
future, and investigate questions of perceptual and behavioral dif-
ferences.

6.4 Privacy-preserving Data Collection
We provide users with two privacy-preserving mechanisms to share
data: they can blur personal information, and we provide place-
holder apps (e. g., email, dating). While those mitigate some privacy
concerns, the nature of the data collection (i. e., with an experi-
menter) poses challenges. Users might, for example, not be comfort-
able sharing specific apps they would like to use in an environment.
Our dataset required manual cleanup to blur text as an additional
step. A combination with crowd-sourcing might provide a balance
in terms of privacy and data. Our platform collects the 3D position
of the placed widgets and does not collect photos or videos. We ex-
tend our data with static 3D scans or abstracted 3D semantic maps.
This approach enables researchers to gather insights into the place-
ment and grouping of specific functionalities without sacrificing
privacy.

6.5 Limitations & Future Work
6.5.1 Dynamic UI Layouts. Our data collection tool currently sup-
ports only static, world-centric placement. The placed widgets are
affixed to the world. The tool supports updating the widget posi-
tion but does not support a dynamic layout. In our current data
collection, participants created static UI layouts to complete their
tasks, and they found these layouts to be sufficient, for example, to
simulate a user-centric widget by placing the widget around them-
selves. However, the current dataset does not annotate whether the
widgets were anchored to the world or the user. We regard it as in-
teresting future work to explore the design of temporally dynamic
UI layouts, where users can specify user-centric widget behaviors.
These dynamic layouts can be especially helpful for tasks involving
multiple steps that need to be completed sequentially. For example,
when cooking in the kitchen, the user may need different function-
alities at different steps (choosing from recipes, following tutorials).
They should be able to adjust the layout dynamically to suit their
needs. With actionable adaptation of MineXR, for example letting
users define both the location and the temporal order of widgets
when placing them, we believe we can facilitate the exploration on
dynamic UI layouts in the future.

6.5.2 Interactivity. Our current platform leverages screenshots
rather than functioning virtual elements. Therefore, it remains
unknown how users would actually interact with these interfaces,
and how the users would modify and adapt the interfaces in turn
through the course of interactions. Ideally, a personalized layout
would provide users with fully interactive versions to study long-
term use and deployment. Although our dataset and initial analyses
offer a warm start for the future of adaptive XR interfaces, it is still

an open question how users would interact with these UIs and how
the interactions would affect the UIs in turn.

6.5.3 In-situ data collection using MineXR. MineXR’s in-situ ap-
proach enables collecting data for in-depth and comprehensive
understandings of XR experiences, as showcased in our dataset.
Our data collection took approximately two hours for participants
to take screenshots and create four XR layouts in two environments
under a think-aloud protocol, including introduction and debriefing.
This constitutes considerable effort, especially compared to online
studies [16, 46]. We believe the development of an in-the-wild, in-
teractive version of MineXR that enables more longitudinal data
collection provides an interesting direction for future work.

6.5.4 MineXR for Computational XR. We see a core usage of our
dataset and MineXR in adaptive XR systems. We envision a wide
range of usages, from providing interface recommendations to
users based on previously selected functionalities, to automati-
cally extracting widgets and functionalities, to automatic layout
approaches. Our data is the first that comes close to providing
ground-truth data for XR systems. For example, our data can be
used to validate previous findings on XR layout placement strate-
gies, e. g., placing near objects with semantic relevance [7], and
reveal emerging placement strategies from a more in-depth analysis
in relation to the environment. These newly discovered strategies
can be in turn incorporated as additional factors or constraints in
optimization objectives used in adaptive XR interface works (e. g.,
[7, 19, 55]). Furthermore, findings from previous works can be in-
corporated in MineXR data collection process as well. For example,
widget extraction can be facilitated with automated UI structure
extraction [77]. Widget placement can be facilitated by snapping
to planes [64], snapping to semantically-related objects [7], or inte-
grating ambient information with physical objects [30]. We hope
that by open-sourcing our dataset as well as our data collection and
analysis platform, researchers will further expand and utilize our
dataset.

7 CONCLUSION
We present MineXR, a novel data collection platform that enables re-
searchers to collect data on users’ preferences in terms of layout and
desired functionality of future XR interfaces and XR experiences.
We leverage participants’ personal smartphones for the selection
and placement of widgets, and a head-mounted display for present-
ing XR content. Our platform enables in-situ data collection and
provides researchers with the opportunity to create rich datasets.
We contribute a dataset of 109 unique XR layouts from 31 users
composed of 695 widgets, as well as an analysis that led to a set of de-
sign guidelines for XR interfaces. We believe that MineXR is a main
step towards designing future XR interfaces that are personalized
and beneficial for users. Our insights benefit manual design ap-
proaches as well as adaptive XR systems. MineXR tools and dataset
are available at https://augmented-perception.org/publications/2024-
minexr.html.
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A APPENDIX

A.1 Top 10 functionalities by environment

Table 1: Top 10 functionalities by environment

Living Room

(App/Group) Functionality Count

(Group) App icon 52
(Group) UI navigation 24
(Group) Video 18
(Social Media App) Stories 17
(Group) Music play/pause control 17
(Group) Current weather information 16
(Group) Social media post 16
(Video Sharing App) Search 14
(Group) Search engine search 11
(Group) Music playlist 9

Office

(App/Group) Functionality Count

(Group) App icon 25
(Group) Message conversation list 19
(Group) UI navigation 19
(Files) Reference figure 18
(Group) Social media post 12
(Group) Email inbox 7
(Video Conferencing App) Video call screen 7
(Group) Music play/pause control 7
(Group) Video 7
(Group) Song title and artist 7

Coffee Shop

(App/Group) Functionality Count

(Group) UI navigation 45
(Group) Message conversation list 20
(Group) Social media post 19
(Group) App icon 18
(Group) Music play/pause control 17
(Group) Email inbox 10
(Group) Search engine search 10
(Group) To-do list 9
(Group) Daily schedule 9
(Social Media App) Post caption & comments 8

Kitchen

(App/Group) Functionality Count

(Group) Instructions 15
(Group) App icon 14
(Group) Video 13
(Group) Music playlist 7
(Learning App) Language learning practice 6
(Group) Email inbox 5
(Group) To-do list 4
(Group) Music play/pause control 4
(Online Shopping App) product image 4
(Group) Daily schedule 4

All environments

(App/Group) Functionality Count

(Group) App icon 110
(Group) UI navigation 92
(Group) Message conversation list 46
(Group) Video 45
(Group) Music play/pause control 45
(Group) Music playlist 26
(Social Media App) Stories 26
(Group) Email inbox 25
(Group) Current weather information 23
(Group) Today’s schedule 21
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